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Aristotle's modification was to separate the two aspects, retaining the aspect 

of essence for his substantial forms ar:d leaving out the aspect of ideal. 73 Substantial 
f<Ynns can be reached by particulars; wh;;n they are reached, they are immanent in the 
actually existent particulars. E.g. this animal is either a man or not a man. If it 

is a man, there is no variation o·f his being more or le�;s a man. 74 So long as the 
�J, . .ut:< is undergoing the process of development, the form Man tram;cends it» or more 

exactly actually transcends it. As soon as it reaches the end of the process, it is 
actually so-and-so,formed, i.e. the form is actually immanent in i�. The transcendence 

refers to the ti0roµtor ; the immanence refers to the 1(2.(oYo5 • There is an 

alternation in terms of the end having or not having been reached, but there is no 

alternation of the end in terms of having been reached in a higher or lower degree, 
since essence is divorced of value. The same is true of the forms of artefacta. When 
Aristotle criticizes Plato's transcendent Ideas» he means that the exclusion of the 
aspect of essence in the subs tantial forms is necessary. 

There is another group of forms. They are Ideas of value. They are ideals'and 
can only be approximated, never reached. Hence they are transcendent. The objects 
which the philosopher or the true statesman beholds in Prot·�, Fr. 13 are such Ide�:s. 

That they are Ideas of value is evident from their stat·�;-;3 stan<iards of vall::e judge-
ments. 75 That they cannot be reached is clear from the fact thA.t the good 1.aw;;_;:i.·;er · 

does not look to the empirical laws for legislation. The reason for this is that no 
empirical laws reach the ideal perfec tion . They approach the ideal more or less; what 
most fu lly conforms to it is the best.76 The aspect of ideal entails transcendence. 
Here, Plato's theory of transcendent Ideas as having a double aspect is perfectly 
corre ct; it needs no modification and Aristotle simply accepted it in Protr. Fr. 13.77 

IV 

1. We may sum up the results reached as follows: 
A. Ideas without regard to categorial distinction� -

They are transcendent without furhter specification (Eud.) 
B. Ideas with regard to categorial distinction' -

I. as universals in the secondary categories: 
They are inherent in the primary substances (Cat.) 

II. as substantial forms: 
1. (lS .. i/6� . (or /01 ) they are not inherent in the primary substances (Co.t. 
2. as forms of natural objects: 

a. as formal cause the �f�os: is ·

( i) immanent in the generator 
(ii) transcending the !'lvtµ;�t 

(iii) immanent in the fi-'f°VoS 
b, as efficient cause: 

( i ) immanent in the generator as its form; 
(ii) separate from 

( 0( ) what is undergoing the process; 
( (3) the generated; 

c. as final cause : 

(i) immanent in the generator as its form; 
(ii) separate from 

(�)what is undergoing the process of being generated;78 
( �) innnanent in the ftpV65 as its form (Phys. II, Met. A , Z ) ; 

3. as forms of artificial production, e.g. house, parallel to 2 (Phys.I� 
Met 

• I\ , Z. ) ; . ,... 
a. with the exception that as efficient cause and as final cause the tlfo5 

is immanent in the 1 �rfX.VO'IOS' as art or science in his mind (Met.A , Z ) ; 
b. with the peculiarity that as essence of the artefactum it transcends 

his knowledge or skill (Met. r , £ ) • 



• 
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App-endix: as forms of non-substantial t.rtefacta -
a. as forms of physical qualities created by man� e.g. he�lth; the same as 3. 
b. as forms of value: they transcend the particular instances and the minds 

of agents (Protr.)79 
Aristotle did not discuss the third t ype of transcendence of Plato's Ideas, (Ideas 

transcending God's mind). But his view may be obtained from Met. J\ : They are 
separated from God ' s mind in the sense that God does not think of them at a11.80 

2. The table shows clearly that in none of the passages discussed does Aristotle 
deny theY.J1trf�of ifJ, absolutely. He denies it relatively and also affirms it 
relatively. Only a f a i lure to analyze the problem will lead one to the proposition 
that Aristotle always accepted Plato's theory of transcendent Ideas or �hat Aristotle 
never accepted it. One is no more tenable than the other. The A-proposition is not 
made by anyone. The E·-proposition is fought for by Dtiring. To dispr<,we the E-pr'opo
sition a single I-proposition is enough� and each of the cases discussed above provides 
the basis for an I-proposition. The historical truth is not what During supposes it 
to be, but rather that Aristotle accepted Plato's theory of transcendent Ideas wi�h 
modifications as the distinctions in the subject-matter under cliscussion on each 
occasion required. In so far as Ideas were ontological forms they were. modified. The 
modifications are seen in Pt. II, nos. 2-4. In so far as Ideas of value were ideals, 
no modificationswereneeded; Plato's theory was simply accj9pted (Pt. II, no. 5). As 
for the Eudemus (Pt. II, no. 1) which was one of Aristotle's early writings, it appears 

� I likely that at the time of its composi t ion he had not distinguished ii; TWOS , 
and -triv� ){WJWTo'I in attacking the problem of '#J/t<r,t<SS of Ideas - in 
fact this did not constitute a problem in this dialogue at all, at least not in its 
extant fragments - Aristotle simply followed Plato. 

Notes: 

1. Aristotle, translated by R. Robinson , 2d edition, 1948 , p. 53. 
2. This fragment (Jambl. Protr. 10) was not included in V. Rose Aristotelis qui 

ferebantur librorum fragmenta; R. Walzer numbers it as Fr. 13 in his Aristotclis 
Dialo&£_rum Fragmenta, 1934. Sir David Ross includes it as Fr. 13 in his Aristotelis 

. F:r:agmenta Selecta, 1945. 
3. Op.· cit., ·pp'.· 90--91, especially note 2 on p. 91. 
4. D1ring1s other writings besides his Aristoteles» 1966, are "Problems in Aristotle1s 

Protrepticus", Eranos, 52 (1954), 139-171; "Aristotle in the Protrepticus", Autour 
d 1 Aristote, 1955; 11Aristotle the Scholar", Actus, Acta Philologica Fennica, -1954, 
61-77; "Aristotle on Ultimate Principles"from ''Nature and Reality""lt » Aristotle and 
Plato in the Mid-}'ourth Century, 1961, pp. 35-55. 

5. Arc hi v. ftlr die Geschichte der Philo sop hie, 4 7 (19fi5) , 261-298. 
6. 4, 1078b 30-32. 

. 

7. Op. cit., pp. 181-184. My approval applies only to her method; with (1) her 
interpretation of Phys. IIj (2) the application of her interpretation to Protr. Fr. 11 
and (3) the inference on the question of the Platonic element in Protr. Fr. 13, I 
can in no way agree. For (1) cf. below II, 3a ; oy comments on (2) and (3) will be 
reserved for another occasion. 

8. 130b 2-3. Cf. e.g. Met A 9, 99lb 1-3. 
9. Phaed. 74 a 9-12. 

-

10. Crat. 389b ff. 
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